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During the past two decades, linguists in the tradition of generative
grammar have made systematic use of their own "intuitions" as sources of
data for understanding language organization. The ter ·ntuition refers to
tQe basis for judgmental.performances, in the terminology of these lin-
guists. The judgments are usually restricted to a few topics: grammatical-
ity, ambiguity, relatedness of sentences in form and meaning, and the
like. The theories that are developed within generative grammar are, in
the main, explanatory accounts of the structure of these judgments. This
methodology is a familiar one in psychological studies, being in essence
very little different from, say, judgments of brightness, hue, and satura-
tion that are made in the color-vision laboratory. However, recently there
have been a number of attacks on this method for studying language.

Sometimes the objections have come from within the cloisters of the
grammarians themselves, and these are usually to the effect that the
method lacks generality in one way or another, over the linguistic domain.
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After all, while it is plausible that all normally sighted men see alike and
he~ce the visual judgments of one man are just like those of another, it is
plain that all men do. not speak alike. Thus same linguists have came face
to. face with the problem that their awn judgmental performances do. not
accord too well with the judgments of the nonlinguist-in-the-street, even
though he putatively speaks the "same" language. In fact, they sametimes
even fail to. dovetail with judgments from ather linguists who. are equall
imbued with intuitive convictions (Ross, this volume: see also. Gleitma~
and Gleitman, 1970). Another abjection to. the generality of theories based
an intuition-derived judgments comes from the finding that these do. nat
ac~ard clas~ly with .data derived from naturalistic observation of speech;
this result IS sometimes said to. shaw that the data source is biased and
cannot be used to. study human language use (Labov, this volume).

A different kind of attack an the intuitional approach has came mainly
f~am psych ala gists studying nanjudgmental language tasks. Same objec-
tions center an the failure of derivational theories (such as that put far-
ward by Brawn and Hanlan, 1970) to. organize tightly the naturalistic
findings in language learning (Bever, 1970). Others can cern the failure of
these theories to. account far the facts about language computations in real
time, (far discussion. see Fodor and Garrett, 1966; Fodor, Bever, and
Garrett, 1974).

In same quarters, the reaction to. these complications has been to. aban-
don a~l hope far learning about the mental organization of language by
study.mg the st:ucture of judgments. We have only to. dig 30 or 40 years
back into the history of language study to. find that this scenario. has been
played aut before. Surely the Bloomfieldian revolution was, in part, an
attempt to. get away from the enigmas of judgments and back to. the "real"
data of language: utterances said and heard by ordinary pea pie (a graup
that clearly excludes academic linguists). Left to. the social bigot were
questions of "right" or "wrong" instances of language behavior, As E. A.
Nida put it:

If any judgments are to be passed upon the acceptability or so called correctness of
some usage, these are left to the anthropologist and sociologist for an objective
statement of the factors in the society which make certain persons more socially
prominent and hence make their speech more acceptable, or to the man on the
street, who is thoroughly accustomed to forming judgments upon the basis of his
own egocentric attitudes and limited knowledge [Nid a, 1949, p. 2].

. In effect, many of the empiricists af a few r.ecades ago. evidently be-
heved that no. nonarbitrary formulation of notions af well-farmedness,
etc., were to. be found, outside dialectology. Leonard Bloomfield mare or
less shared this view:
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The discrimination of elegant or "correct" speech is a byproduct of certain social
conditions. The linguist has to observe it as he observes other linguistic
phenomena, [but] this is only one of the problems of linguistics and, since it is not
a fundamental one, it can be attacked only after many other things are known
[Bloomfield, 1933, p. 22].

These voices from the past are reminiscent of recent comment to. the
effect that grammars constructed an judgmental bases are not psy-
cholagically "real"; are remote byways in the study of language; in short,
are obscurantist and restrictive sources far a psychalagically relevant
study of language.

We do. not agree that judgmental performances can be swept aside so.
easily in the search far an account of human language organization. The
m~ts that )lield judgments are as relevant to. the psychology of
language, perhaps, as speech events.themsehzes, even though the patterns
a these two. kinds af psychological.response are demanstrably different.
In any event, the burden of proof is an anyone who. denies the psy-
cholagical reality of linguistic judgments to. explain their orderliness. In
our view, the disparities between speech and comprehension an the one
hand, and judgments an the ather, require study and explication.

Accordingly, we have conducted a number of investigations into. the
ability of humans to. give judgments abaut language, and campared these
findings against individuals' abilities to. use language in conversational
exchange. Indeed, we too find differences in people's abilities to. perform
these. t:va kinds of feat, differences that have to. do. with the ages and
capacities af the subjects, and differences that have to. do. with the struc-
ture of the tasks that are put to. them. But we do. not consider such
outcames to. be cause far dismay.

It .a wa s tur cU.Lthat-givi-ng-langua.g.e-ju.dgrnents-retrieving and
~kmg use af ane's intuitians-isJelatively hard, compared to. talking
a~d understanding. Thus it is not sur risin that we find extensive indi-
V~ef>ulatian differences in performance an the harder judgmen-
tal tasks c pared.to lesser, . erences in t ing and understanding. We
belie thi . b .ve ~s IS ecause Ludgmental perfarmances require a higher arder of
~-l-EH:iSfleSS han.idocspeech .performances., To. give a language
JUdgment, one must take a prior cognitive process (linguistic performance)
la the abject of a yet higher-order cognitive pracess (reflection about
;n?uage performance or, as we have called it, metalin uistic erfar ce)

hich may have properties of its awn.
. It is interesting that difficulties in farming judgments differ within the
Indiv'd I b' d d'1 ua su ject, epen mg an the level of language representation he
~ust access far the task given to. him. The lower th y-el ef the-la-Rg-ttage
eatur aLnHl.-sLh~ttended to. and focused.on.in.any language-like tas~,
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the more difficult the task and the more variable the erformance; also, t~e
lower the level of the lan~e feature that must be atten~ed tOJ theJa.teF In
.d~velo ment a child is able to £erform the task. Me.amn s are easier to
access for the sake of making_:ud ments tha yntactic.forrns. and syntax
~asier than honology. Stated another way, it is hard to acce~s language
information in relatively raw, partly processed forms, and easier to acc~ss
fully processed language (i.e., the information at the stage of processing
when it has been meaningfully interpreted). .

We believe these facts about people's performances in laboratory .sItua-
tions are relevant to a number of more interesting facts about .theIr lan-
guage use in everyday life; for example, their differin~ responsI~ene.ss to
language embroidery in certain kinds of P?etry and WIt; a~d th~Ir dIffe~-
ing likelihood of grasping the ideas behind phonographies (1. e., their
ability to acquire alphabetic reading). . .

In the sections to follow, the structure of our findings on these tOPIC~IS
summarized. However, we do not believe we have unraveled, a: anything
like the required level of specificity, the sources of differential huma.n
behavior in the language domains we have looked at. We pu~ fo~ward this
summary of interim outcomes for the purpose that they may invite further
inquiry in related terms.

1. POPULATION DIFFERENCES IN
METALINGUISTIC PERFORMANCE, IN THE
PRESENCE OF RELA TIVEL Y INVARIANT
LINGUISTIC PERFORMANCE

It is obvious that there are large differences among normal adults, and
between adults and children, with respect to the meaningful content ?f
h . h . rences among adults and between adults and chil-t eIr speec , . . d

dren are smaller and mor btle with respect to their syntactic usage an
their phonology. Even many' ret.arded i.ndivi~uals and most 4-year-o~
~ormals achieve adequate syntactic form in their speech (Lenneberg, 196 )
but they are not usually profound in what they say. These facts ~ontrast
with those for judgment-giving. At least for c~rtain kin~.s of mat~nals, :~
have found striking similarities across adults in the ability to think abo
and comment on semantic novelty in language, but enormo~s differenc~~
in~ty-tG-t-h.i+l-k-a.bfHl-t-aHG-GQmmen on.surface syntactic novelty ..
Section 1.1, we describe such outcomes in the context of. ~ara'phrasm~
tasks The same principles describe the outcomes of classIflcatlOr: task

. b d lder children-and ambiguity-detection tasks performed y younger an o. f
d ib d in Section 1.2. Finally, the same principles descnbe aspects ~

escn e . . . f I h beticchildren's differing success in tasks related to the acqursition 0 a p a
reading (Section 1.3).
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1.1. Variation in Paraphrasing Skills among Adults

Gleitman and Gleitman (1970) and Geer, Gleitman, and Gleitman (1972)
studied the abilities of adults to produce and recognize paraphrases of
novel nominal sequences (compound nouns). The stimuli in the experi-
ments generally consisted of sequences of three simple words. Two of the
words were fixed nouns such as bird and house. The third word was
another noun (such as foot) or a verb or adjective (such as kill or black); of
course some of these words had alternate categorial status (e.g., kill can
be used nominally). The three-word sequences were taped and presented
orally, with either of two stress patterns (132 or 213 stress) that are com-
mon for compound nouns. As the words were combined in various or-
ders, this procedure yielded some simple nominal phrases such as black
bird-house and black-bird house, but it also yielded some sequences that are
harder to interpret, such as bird house-black and bird-black house. After
suitable instructions, subjects were asked to produce or recognize phrasal
paraphrases of these sequences. That is, the subject is being asked to
realize that a black-bird house is a house for black-birds or a house where birds
who are black live. 1

The task is, we believe, a relatively natural and transparent one with
which to inquire whether people can think about the relatedness among
sentences. Everybody has been asked, from time to time, to say something
"in his own words." Thus it seems an easy matter, when asked for another
phrase meaning the same as black bird-house, to respond "That's a bird-
house painted black." Surely this is easy enough to do in the context of
real conversation. Upon seeing a black bird-house, even for the first time,
presumably an adult can say "Look: there's a black bird-house." No
normal English-speaking adult would, we presume, say instead "Look!
there's a bird-house black!"

'A question immediately arises . sub'ects can discriminate among the stress
patte~fI·textIess-compounds. It is well known that the stress effects are subtle, and are
often ignored depending on the context in which the phrase is used (Bolinger and Gerstman,
1957). The question here is what the subject will do if there is no biasing context to guide
him: Can he retrieve a meaning for these sequences guided solely by the meanings of the
Words and the rule-governed clues of stress and serial order? In this series of experiments, a
number of precautions were taken so as to make the results interpretable. First, the stimuli
were submitted to judges who had to determine the stress patterns, until a completely
reliable tape of the stimuli was achieved. Second, subjects' responses were submitted to
internal analysis to see whether, in general, they responded to "easy" instances in terms of
the stress and order patterns. That is, if the subject responded identically to black bird-house
and black-bird house, he was thrown out of the subject pool, because if he did this it was
Possible he simply did not understand the instruction in the experiment. Finally, in some
Versions of the experiment, the subject was asked to repeat the stimulus item after paraphras-
IfIg it. If the subject misrepeated the stimulus with any frequency he was removed from the
Subject pool (or, in one analysis his data were analyzed in terms of this problem, for it may
have reflected a relevant memorial difficulty that could account for some of the population
differences we found; see Geer, Gleitman, and Gleitman, 1972).
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Group A Group C

Figure 6.1. Forced-choice performance on a paraphrasing task by Ph.D. candidates (Group
A) and clerical workers (Group C). ... .

There were 144 stimulus items. As the Figure shows, the eight clencal workers In this
version of the task came close to being wrong on half of them. That is, superficially, the
performance of this group seems to be at chance levels. However, internal analyses of these
results and those from a variety of other paraphrase tests reveals that both groups of subjects
were highly systematic in their response styles, only they were different. Since scoring of
"right" or "wrong" was in terms of syntactic, rather than semantic, analysis of the stimuli,
the clerical group makes more of what we called "errors," but their performance was orderly
nevertheless. Scoring in terms of plausibility or meaningfulness would approximately re-
verse the number of errors between the groups; that is, the differences between the groups In
paraphrasing performance would be maintained. [From Gleitman, L. R., and Gleitman, H.,
Phrase and paraphrase, © 1970, W. W. Norton, New York, p. 133.]

Yet we found massive differences.between two_~ational groups
(clerical workers and P.O. candidates) in th hilit..)LtiL12erfQJ1ll.a variety
o~El-to--paraphFa-si-ng-compounds oLthis kind. On many occa-
sions the clerical workers would maintain that bird-house black was
another way of saying black bird-house, contrary to what we believe t~eir
speech performance would be like. In fact, on a variety of paraphrasing
tasks (even with simpler two-word compounds) there was no overlap .at all
in performance scores for members of the clerical and Ph.D. ca~dIdate
groups. Figure 6.1 shows these population effects for a forced-choice task
which required subjects to identify the correct paraphrases, from two
choices, for three-word compound nouns.?

2It is of some interest that we could find no simple means to teach the clerical group to
perform as the Ph.D. group performed. For instance, clerical workers listened to the stimuli
over and over again, with feed-back as to correct choices and a financial reward for each
correct choice made. Finally, their performance for a list of 72 stimuli came close to that of t~~
uninstructed Ph.D. group. Then both groups were giv~n a ne.w, but closely equivalent, list 0

stimulus phrases from which to choose. Now the pasities n..pe.rlormance for th tw
$roups-appeared again,-and in the same.measure.Jl'hus.rhere is .no easy way around the fact
that these populations differed in their approach to paraphrasing.
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A closer look at the findings reveals that the rou differences were

larger en.smaller .Eepe~g on the particular oddity in the imulus
phrase: T~_J~I.QJJp_differences were larg~y attributable to syntactic,_not
se~-ic, problem~d.J?y the novel compound nouns. Thus the two
groups paraphrased more or less equivalently such semantic oddities as
house foot-bird ("a bird with large feet who lives in houses," or "a live-in
livery-bird"). On the contrary, only the most educated group handled
perceived sy~tactic oddity by changing the categorial assignments of
words (e.g., bzrd house-black was paraphrased by an educated subject as "a
blackener of houses who is a bird" and eat house-bird as "a house-bird
who is very eat"). The response style of the clerical group was quite
different. :rhese.sub·ect~ a roac~ed s mtactic oddities by ignoring,...§ther
than mampulatmg t Ir S ntachc properties. Bird house-black was typi-
cally paraphrased by this group as "a black bird who lives in the house".
eat house-bird was paraphrased as "everybody is eating up their pe~
birds." In short, when taxed the average rou focused on meaning and
plausibilit while the highly educated group focused onJ.he s~ even
when mea.Eti~gfulness was thereby obscured (as in the response "a
house- ird who is very eat").

Notice that the syntactic oddities in these materials posed greater prob-
lems than the semantic oddities for both groups; but also that the
between-group differences were much greater for the syntactic oddities
than for the semantic oddities. Manipulation and puzzle solving with
low-level syntactic features seem to be attributes of linguistically talented
people '.This difference is--.eRpa~nt even in so f~a~_e can show that-the
Wntachc strucJures in question are handled adequately, in the context of
np~~ech and comprehension, by both populations.

Consider as an example Table 6.1 which lists the free paraphrases of
both educational groups for the item house-bird glass. We can assume that
ev~ry .speaker of English, approximately, knows how to use glass both
adJechvally (a glass house) and nominally (a piece of glass; a glass to drink
from). Yet the less-educated subjects often interpreted house-bird glass as
glass house-bird, a house-bird made of glass, or even as glass bird-house. Why
not glass used to make a house-bird or the glass used by the house-bird
solution hi h si 1 1 '. s W IC simu taneous y resolve the semantic and syntactic proper-
h:s of the stimulus item? (Notice particularly that there are no clear
dIfferences of semantic oddity for the two response types: Anyone who
can conceive of and believe in a glass house-bird ought to be able to
~onceiv~ of and believe in the glass which is used to manufacture such
OUSe-~Irds). But even in a forced-choice situation, when both options

Were dIsplayed, the clerical group preferred the inversion still. The struc-
tUre .of these findings suggests that the most-educated rou will
ConSIder least-c m .ategori assi nments for the component words
o~ti...muli (i.e., glass as noun rather than adjective) in this situation.
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TABLE 6.1
Responses of Two Populations to the Task of Paraphrasing the Orally Presented Novel
Compound, house-bird glassa.b.c

Responses of Seven Ph.D. Candidates
1. glass for making house-birds
2. a very small drinking cup used by a canary
3. glass for house-birds
4. glass for house-birds
5. "a way of describing thickness of glass-glass as thick as (or in the shape of) glass of

a bird-house
6. glass that protects house-birds
7. the glass that is produced by birds around the house

Responses of Seven Clerical Workers
1. "a glass house-bird
2. "house-bird that's in a glass
3. a drinking glass or a cup made out of glass of a bird in a house
4. "a bird that is made of glass
5. "a special glass to use in a bird's house
6. "a house-bird made from glass
7. "a glass house-bird

a From Gleitman and Gleitman (1970).
b Hyphenation in the cited form represents the internal sub compound (i.e.. the stress on

this whole compound noun is 132).
c An asterisk marks the responses that fail to take into account the fact that the last word in

such compounds is the head noun and thus must be the first (leftmost) noun in a paraphrase
(a relative clause or prepositional phrase) that mirrors its syntactic and semantic properties.
Thus the head noun of this compound is glass. For the internal sub-compound (house-bird),
the same principle should apply: The rightmost noun (bird) in the compound is its head, and
thus should appear in the leftmost position of a relative clause or prepositional phrase
paraphrase of it. One Ph.D. candidate, but six clerical workers, err in applying this principle
consistently, for this example. Similar performance disparities were observed for 144 similar
stimuli, as well as in simplified (two-word) versions of them, and under a variety of task
conditions.

In short, the clearest difference betw en..these-pepula.t..ionsisjn_f.11cusing
9 the_sy-ntactic issues.; ccessing and maIlip.ulating language knowledge
in a noncommunicative.-setting. Clearly this does not imply that adults are
~l'i:elr ability to analyze complicated meanings in everyday l~fe.
But across a range broad enough to be of considerable psychologIcal
interest, all normal individuals can realize consciously that some ex-
pressions within their semantic compass (however limited this may be)
are meaningless or odd in meaning. Everyone realizes that there is some-
thing peculiar about the sentence George frightened the color green and can
"fix it up" via some semantic change. But noLe.ve"ryoue-can-tocu-s on a
s¥lltactic anomal an pe-rfel'ffi-aR-ap-PFOp-r-iatesyntactic manipulation to
k.-alr.1L even if they are in productive control of the construction during
ongoing conversational exchange. In this sense, aning can be brought
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to conscious attention more readily than can syntactic form. Apparently,
descending to phonologic a evels, the facts are similar. [otto, Scrabble,
anagrams, and cryptograms-all in part phonological puzzles-require
skills that are probably unequally distributed in the population. One
might conclude that puns are not the lowest form of humor after all.

The findings just presented seem to fit naturally with many experimen-
tal demonstrations that it is easier to remember and report on global
semantic properties of heard or seen language than on its lower-level
features. For example, Sachs (1967) and Fillenbaum (1966) demonstrated
that subjects store the gist of connected discourse over indefinite periods
of time but quickly lose hold of its exact syntactic form; Bransford and
Franks (1971) in a quite different experimental setting showed essentially
the same thing: When matters get complicated or time passes, linguistic
stimuli are unavailable for verbatim report but the semantic facts remain.
Reason dictates that phouolugical and syntacnc.anaf sis are im121icatecLi,D
th~ recovery of meanin from speech, but apparently these relatively early
or "raw" ~ges of linguistic processing decay fairly quickly·----erllaps this
is-Wh.y.-Jhey are compat:athrelY--ulla.Yailahle-t<:LLe.fl..e.c.ti.Qn.Such fami iar
reading phenomena as the "eye-voice span" (Levin and Kaplan, 1970) and
the word-superiority effect (e.g., Baron, in press) are probably subject to
similar interpretation (for discussion, see Rozin and Gleitman, 1977).

1.2 Variation~in Metalinguistic Performance as a
F~nction of Developmental Level

The difficulty and variability of adult judgments about syntactic and
phonological properties of their language are reflected in some aspects of
development. Shatz (1972) and Gleitman, Gleitman, and Shipley (1972)
asked children to detect and comment about anomalous sentences. The
instructions were deliberately vague: "Tell me if these sentences are good
or if they are silly." They found that children o~s-t.Yf>ieaHy-we-Fe-able
t ..recognize and comment on matters of eaning.andplausibility of the
stImulus sentences. For example The men wait for the bus was rejected by
some 5-year-old suburbanites on grounds that only children wait for
~usses. The color green frightens George was rejected on grounds that
green can't stand up and go 'Boo!'" But V~S-Qf..s.¥.ntaX-l: at scar.cely_,
ffe eanin fulness went unnoticed by these kindergartners (exam-

ples are Claire and Eleanor is a sister; Morning makes the sun to shine), even
thu.u.ghJhe.s...echildren-did ot make such errors' n.thei cwn.spontaneous >

S eech.
On. the contrary, ~old.s-usualL)Laa:ep..J.e..cLsemauticallJ': odd or im-.-

~lausi.hJ..e-sentences-.as "good" and "not silly." For example, a subject
esponded to The color green frightens George by saying "Doesn't frighten

me, but it sounds OK." But these same subjects.rejected meaningfuLbut
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s ntacticall anomalous sentences. For example, in response to Claire and
Eleanor is a sister, a -year-old commented "You can't use is there: Claire
and Eleanor are sisters." Sometimes these verbally talented 7-year-olds,
like the highly educated adults described earlier, manipulated the catego-
rial content of anomalous sentences in considering their acceptability. As
an example, in response to Boy is at the door, a subject said "If his name is
Boy. You should-the kid is named John, see? John is at the door or A boy
is at the door or The boy is at the door or He's knocking at the door." Table
6.2 shows how these subjects' judgments accorded with adults' judg-
ments, for all the stimulus sentences in the investigation.

Overall, these findings suggest that the surface structure anomaly is
harder for the kindergartner to spot than the meaning anomaly, while the
syntactic anomaly becomes more salient to the 7-year-old in response to
vague instructions about "good" and "silly" sentences.

We achieved essentially the same result in a task that requires the
detection and report of ambiguity. Forty-eight children, ranging from 6 to
IT years, were asked to explicate verbal jokes, presented orally. Am-
biguities that turned on word-meaning (e.g., the two interpretations of
bank) or underlying structure (e.g., Would you join me in a bowl of soup?)
were easiest for all age groups, and accessible even to the youngest
subjects. But phonological deformations and segmentation ambiguities
(e.g., You ate 10 pancakes? How waffle!) and surface-structure ambiguities
(e.g., Where would you go to see a man eating fish?) were hardest for all
age-groups, and almost uniformly inaccessible to the younger subjects
(Hirsh-Pasek, Gleitman, and Gleitman, 1978). Similar findings have been
reported by others (Fowles and Glanz, 1977; Kessel, 1970), though some
investigators of similar issues (e.g., Shultz and Pilon, 1973) have classified
the linguistic stimuli somewhat differently, and consequently interpret
the developmental sequence differently also.

Summarizing, differences in the levels of lin uis.tic..analysis accessible
'/ to reflection at various a es contrast with the facts of speech acquisition:

I
Children learn to speak with adequate s ntactic form well before they
ex ress very com lex thoughts, but they come to notice oddities of thought
(that are within thei~~pasSfbe~ ~dit.ies of syntax and p.ho~ology,

. even for insJ.ance w ere-they-have pJ:2S!uchve control. Many findings in
the literature dovetail with our own on this topic. Children of age 5 can be
taught the difference between the concepts "word" .and "sentence" with
little difficulty, but it is hard for them to distinguish among such concepts
as "word," "syllable," and "sound" (Downing and Oliver, 1973). Children
of ages 5 and 6 have some mild difficulty segmenting speech into words
(Holden and MacGinitie, 1972) often failing to isolate connectives and
determiners as separate words. They have greater difficulty in segmenting
words into syllables (Rosner, 1974; Liberman et al., 1974). And they have
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TABLE 6.2

conformance of Children's Judgments of Grammaticality to Those of Adults":"

Subjects' ages in years
Adult

Example sentences judgment 5 5 6 7 7 '7 8

1. John and Mary went home. wf + + + + + + +
2. John went home and Mary went home. wf + + + + + + +
3. Two and two are four. wf + + + + + + +
4. Claire and Eleanor is a sister. d + + + + +
5. My sister plays golf. wf + + + + + + +
6. Golf plays my sister. d + + + + + + +
7. Boy is at the door. d + + + + + + +
8. I saw the queen and you saw one. d + + +
9. I saw Mrs. Jones and you saw one. d + + + + + + +

10. Be good! wf + + + + + +
11. Know the answer! d + + +
12. I am eating dinner. wf + + + + + +
13. I am knowing your sister. d + + + +
14. I doubt that any snow will fall today. wf + + + + +
15. I think that any Sl10W will fall today. d + + + + +
16. Claire loves Claire. wfld
17. I do too. wf + + + + +
18. The color green frightens George. wf + + +
19. George frightens the color green. d + + + + + + +
Total "+" judgments for all sentences 12 10 15 15 16 17 17

a Adapted from Gleitman, L. R., Gleitman, H., and Shipley, E. The emergence of the child
as grammarian, Cognition, 1972, 1 (2/3), 137-152.

b Children were asked to judge a list of orally presented sentences as "good" or "silly,"
and these judgments were compared to those of adults. The adult judgments were provided
by three independent judges who indicated whether each sentence was well-formed (wf) or
deviant (d). The children's judgments are marked "+" if they agree with those of the adult
and "-" if they do not, regardless of their explanations. Sentence 16 cannot be scored in this
manner; whether or not it is deviant depends upon whether the same referent is assumed for
both nouns. The names in Sentences 4 and 9 were chosen to be familiar; in Sentence 16 the
child's own name was used.

the greatest difficulty of all in segmenting words or syllables into
phonemes (Elkonen, 1973; Rosner and Simon, 1971; Gleitman and Rozin,
1973a). In sum, the lower the level of lingyistic representatioalle.cL.f.Qr,
t~ore difficul . .s for oung children.ro responsi to noncommunicative
lInguistic activities in these te s. We have claimed (Rozin and Gleitman, •
197 t at a major co nitive problem in readin can be viewed as a subpart I~
.?f this more general problem 0 "metalin uistic" awareness, where large.
indiVIdual differences coexist with identical tacit linguistic knowledge.
Some evidence for t is c aim followS:- -- -
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1.3 Learning to ~s---I:la.Ider Than.
Learnin t.oJalk

. One of t~e ~ost strikin.~ .. amp es of in iJlid.uaLd~ifference~ifl language-
lIke behavlO s the acquisition of alphabetic.reading. While a few indi-
viduals learn to read almost overnight and without instruction (Read,
1971), most require a substantial period of training, and a significant
number fail to attain literacy even after years in school. The success and
scope of reading acquisition varies as a function of intelligence (Singer,
1974; Thorndike, 1971), motivational and cultural factors (Downing, 1973),
and internal differences in the nature of the writing system that is to be
acquired (Gleitman and Rozin, 1973a; Rozin and Gleitman, 1977). This
individual variation exceeds by_orders of jJlagnitu.de the diff ences.that
a~ observed in the acquisition of sI2eech_an~I2rehension of a first
language. --
A equate speech is acquired over broad ranges of general intelligence;

for example, spoken language of a character similar to that of normals
emerges even among retardates, although progress is slower (Lenneberg,
1967; L~ckner, 197.6; Morehead and Ingram, 1976). Furthermore, despite
many differ.ences In cultural ambiance and differences in the languages
that are being learned, normal children seem to pass through similar
sequences of developmental accomplishments within the same narrow
time-frame (Brown, 1973; Lenneberg, 1967; Slobin, 1973; 1975). Moreover,
spo.ken la~guage seems to emerge more or less equivalently under a
vanety of Input content and presentation conditions; in both character
and rate, language learning is remarkably insensitive to differences in the
speech styles of caretakers (Newport, Gleitman, and Gleitman, 1977).
Successf~llanguag~-like communicative means are achieved even by chil-
dren radically depnved of linguistic input (Herodotus, 460 B.C.; Feldman,
Goldin-Meadow, and Gleitman, 1978). Finally, the spoken-language skills
are resilient in early life, often surviving damage to the speech centers of
the brain and to the speech apparatus (Lenneberg, 1967).

Summarizing, there are substantial differences among individuals both
in acquisitional rate and in eventual level of attainment for written lan-
guage, even though formal and specific training is usually available to the
learner. In contrast, the similarities in rate and character of spoken lan-
guage acquisition are striking, even though the conditions for acquisition
are here variable and diffuse.

What account can be given for the fact that what appears to be the more
general and complex task (learning to speak and understand) is less
difficult and less variable than what appears to be a trivial derivative of
this (learning to write and read a script based on a known spoken Ian-
g~age by a learner who is certainly older and possibly wiser)? Clearly, the

ference has onl indirectly CL...d.Q--wit t e visua aodality itself.
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Manual-visual languages seem to be acquired in much the same way as
spoken languages, by deaf children reared by signing parents (Newport
and Ashbrook, 1977) .

We believe that the ma·or roblem in learnin to read has to do with the
~te-s-fe-tl..ooe~Fstandin.g alphabetic systems in particular:
Properties-o.Ltb..es~ ....orthographies require their users to become aware of
and to foc ttention.on.Iangugge in relatively raw or superficial repre-
~s, approximately at the level where tap, apt, and pat have the
same components, only rearranged. Failure to achieve this fundamental
insight about the nature of alphabets characterizes an overwhelming
majority of individuals who do not achieve literacy (Firth, 1972; Liberman
et a/., 1977; Calfee, Lindamood, and Lindamood, 1973). T us the same
ap.I~£Q.a.cJLthaLcharaG-tel'i~zed0ur.a pproach.to the-para p hrasingr.amhigui ty ,
and classification.tasks s.eems useful.in ....understanding the task.of reading
aCQ..uisition as well.

The as irin ~ reader is asked tn.reflect.abont.Ianguage and so to ac-
quiesce in a number of judgments that.make sense of alphabetic notation.
The teacher asks him to realize that pit and pat start with "the same
sound," that pit starts with what tip ends with, and that pit is decompos-
able ~~t~ "r." ."i," and "t." Such units are analyzed for spoken language
a~qUlsitlOn WIthout awareness, in terms of an evolutionarily old and
highly evolved mental circuitry (for discussion in this evolutionary con-
te~t, see. Rozin, 1976); no conscious awareness or judgments are required.
P.n~-l.d@R s been iven that tasks that re uire ·udgments will pose
greater difficulty thall-tasks..J.haLd.Q_.nQt..Le.q.u.i.L~j.lliigments. Furthermore,
we also have presented evidence that conscious reco nition and aware-
ness are especially hard to come by when.the focus must be on molecular,
rath.e~ than more molar, langua e ref>resentations. Taken together, these
pOSItIOns redict that learning to read should.be harder and more variable
than .learning.-to alk, a fact we have just documented; further~re:t ey
predict that learning to read a script organized around word-meanings (a

.logography) should be easier than learning to read a script organized
around phonology (a syllabary or alphabet), a claim which we document
below (based on Gleitman and Rozin, 1977; Rozin and Gleitman, 1977).

1.3.1 Writing Systems, and the Acquisition of Reading
. The natural hist _0£ writing-reveals a conceptually orderly progres-

~ Orthographic convention proceeds, almost uninterruptedly over
hme, in a single direction: A.t....<wery-aci-vam:e,'he ....RUmbg.l" f-symbols in
the scri t decreases; concurrentl , and as a direct conseguence the
ab t '. s r~ctness of the relanons ....he.t.w..e..en....th~en.-s.ymhols and the mean-
In s Increa~es. PicLogr.i'lp~ic scri TIS (which render "whole ideas") ap-
peared earhest and were Invented most frequently in separate cultural
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developments; abstract. 10 0 ra hies (which render meaningful words)
tend to be later, but still are frequent; .~ llabic scripts are yet later and
rarer; the al habet (phonemic writing) seems to have been invented but
once, and latest (Gelb, 1952; Jefferey, 1961; and for a review see Gleitman
and Rozin, 1977).

This_s).lccession of historical insights s :msJlQIl,,!:Qin.ciciental to us: The
more analyt.ic the ~nit, the harder it is to brin to conscious attention; and
surel. the InVentIOn of a....script-has to count as a prime case of self-
conscIOUS language mani ulation. It was evidently easier to see that lan-
guage con~ists of a sequence of words than that it consists of a sequence of
~ounds. It IS of ~ome Int~rest here that many syntactic as well as phonolog-
ical ~acts were Igno~ed I~ the early writing systems: The Aegean logog-
raphies and syllabanes did not represent grammatical function words and
morphemes v.ery systematically, but only the "meaningful" substantives,
verbs, etc: GIVen that these analytic insights were ultimately achieved,
~o,:ever, I~ does not see~ surprising that each primitive script gave way
In tl1~e to ItS ~ore .analytIc Successor. Obviously, if the number of sym-
bols In. th~ SC~IPt.IS .r~duced, learning is broader and the problem of
memonzatIO~ IS dlI~llmshed d.uring the course of attaining full literacy.

Howev.er, In t~e VIew of ROZIn and Gleitman, decreasing the number of
symbols In a s~npt ~ame at a cost. If the writing system abstracts away
from the meanIngs It conveys, the decipherer will have to recover the
meanings from the now encoded form in which they have been rendered.
Learners ?f an alphabet are required to recognize, quite consciously, the
phonologH:al and ~yntactic substrata of language. On the suppositions
sket~hed above, this ought to produce wide variability in the success of
r~adIng acquisition., and success ought to be correlated with the ability to
gIV~ .phonologlcal Judgments. There is much evidence in favor of this
pOSItIOn.

Eimas et al. 1971) have......shewn that even 4-week-old infants can and
~riminate phonological rQperties of......s.peechsounds relevant to
langua e; the can discriminat exam Ie, between ba and pa. While
h~mans are not the sole possessors of such discrimination skills (Kuhl and
MIller, 1975) .and. alth.ough humans can also discriminate categorically
amo~g a.coustIc stimuli not relevant to speech (Cutting and Rosner, 1974),
the fmdIngs of Eimas et ai. clearly speak to the fact that the acoustic
disc~iminative a par~tus on which language learning is ultimately based
are. plac..e ,~Jl~oXlillately- from birth. But a well-known "reading-
readiness test (mls named the Audito Discrimination Test (Wepman,
~9~8) IS b~sed ~n th~, f~ct that some kindergartners cannot correctly say

dIfferent or same In response to pairs of words that differ in one
phonological segment (e.g., pat and bat) or are identical (e.g., pat and pat).
From the derr:onstratio~ of Eimas et al., we know that these 5-year-olds
can hear the differences In such stimuli. They can even correctly repeat the
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timulus items which they could not judge on the Wepman Test (Blank,
~968). Furthermore, the failing 5-year-olds do have the capacity to give
. dgments: they can correctly say "same" and "different" in response to
~ritten stimuli (e.g., they can discriminate between the visual displays
BAT and PAT, and judge them to be "different," even though they cann~t
read them; Smith, 1974). Evidently the child who fails the Wepman test ~s
very circumscribed in his deficits. His~we-akness_~J2ear~ onl~ ,:he~ he ~s
ask~~give a judgment about the sound properties of IIngUl~tIC stimuli.
Yet the We man test is a fairl useful redictor of early reading success,
·u esting..Qtat the judgment faculty is implicated in learning to read.
~ In a similar vein, Firth (1972) has shown that groups of third graders
matched for IQ, but differing in reading skills according to the estimate~ of
their teachers, perform identically on such semantic tasks as guessing

lausible completions of incomplete orally presented sentences; but the
~ty to prozide.ccnsensual pronunciatiomdor-writte~ nons~se words
(such as nide or prit) ~ ro riatel classified t .e:-chiLdren In 98% of·
instances. It is of particular importance that the ?bII~ty-.to .erform word- \
s~tati..on-and construction tasks continues to distingUlslLsuccess~ul
fr m unsuccessful readers all the way through twelfth grade (Calfee, LIn-
damood, and Lindamood, 1973; Rosner, 1972).

1.3.2. The Conceptual Demands of Orthographies
We have just argued that even at advanced stages and ove~ a. broad IQ

range, the abilit to think abom phonology is a trait chara.ct~nstIc ~f good
readers of alphabets. J3.ozin and Gleitman investigated .thIS Issue dlTectl~,
]j"yattempting to teach failing readers, and children .wlth poo~ prognosls
for reading acquisition, to read scripts of varying kinds. Their approach
stemmed from the view that written language, for which there presumably
exist no specific evolutionary adaptations, must be learned under the
control of self-conscious, metalinguistic apparatus (whatever that may
turn out to be). If so, the meaning-base..(Lscri.pts ought.to pose less o.f-a
learnin8- roblem than the sQund-based_scripls,-bgGa"u-se--e the-relative
difficulties of making judgments at these levels. Using a variety of nota-
tions, they attempted to teac 1l.0gographies, syllabaries, and alphabets to
Philadelphia-area school children.

Even those children with the poorest prognosis for reading success
(inner-city children from schools whose reading achieveme~t norr.ns ,:ere
catastrophically below national norms) acquired logographies WIth little
difficulty. A logographic script taught by Gleitman and Rozin (1973a) was
based on pictorial representations; more impressive, a script. taught .by
Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky (1971) used Chinese characters with English
translations; three examples of their sentences are shown in Figure 6.2.
Children who had failed to acquire reading skills in first and second
grades learned to recognize 30 characters in this script and read the
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I- f e f<. \ \ \ \

- -t:1L t:I/ ~y -lJ: m-~ -tj ~JG f3 -£
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~+~--
I~~ \~:L-t-; ~~

Figure 6.2. A few sentences in modern Chinese, with English interpretations.
Failing learners of an alphabet were taught to read Chinese characters, but with English

interpretation. Samples are shown above. Reading across from left to right, these sentences
can be translated as: top-father buys (a) black car; middle-older-brother says mother uses
(the) white book; bottom-good older-brother (would) not give (the) man (a) red car. Note the
approximately one-to-one mapping of English words to unitary Chinese characters (words in
the translation that are not directly represented in the Chinese characters are included in
parentheses). (From Rozin, P., Poritsky. S., and Sotsky, R., American children with reading
problems can easily learn to read English represented by Chinese characters, Science, 1971,
171,1264-1267, Fig. 2. Copyright 1971 by the American Association for the Advancement of

Science.)

materials with fair to adequate comprehension in from 5 to 8 hours of
instruction.

The picture-based logography of Gleitman and Rozin was next ex-
panded into a syllabary. See Figure 6.3 for samples of this script. Each item
in the script represented a single syllable. Some of these were based on the
logography; for example, an element such as can now represented the
noun can, the auxiliary can, and the first syllable in candy. Some syllables
had no word basis, such as the dy syllable which appears in candy. The
children were taught both the syllabic elements and a convention for
combining them. After 5-7 hours of instruction with 22 syllables and 16
polysyllabic words containing these, 5 inner-city kindergartners were able
to identify new polysyllabic words (that they had not been taught, but
which were in their oral vocabularies) in the syllabic notation (Gleitman
and Rozin, 1973a).

A much more extensive syllabic script was acquired during the first year
of schooling by inner-city 6-year-olds taught in a normal classroom setting
by their own teachers. Figure 6.4 shows a page from an intermediate-level
reader used in this project. Adequate fluency was achieved in this nota-
tion; but during this same time, neither these children nor a matched
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I WILLW WILL YELL
l'------------------------------.

4- ~'1f rnn
~-f9B-- YELL O ~_.

~I H?NDIYI~NSAND Y THE IS

CfETTIING THE. [~N Iolp~/E.R

0\ [) -fr -AI I /&
OUT SIDE ON THE WIND OW,5ILL

Figure 6.3. Samples of writing from a syllabary script used by Gleitman and Rozin for initial
reading instruction.

Pictorial clues were used, as shown above, to help the children identify the syllable units.
Boxes, lines, or dots were used to supply syllable segment boundaries. In some versions of
this curriculum, boundary and picture clues were dropped out later in the instruction period.
After 5-7 hours of instruction with 22 syllables and 16 polysyllabic words containing these, 5
inner-city kindergartners were able adequately to identify new polysyllabic words (that they
had not been taught, but were in their oral vocabularies) in the syllabic notations. [From
Gleitman, L., and Rozin, P., Teaching reading by use of a syllabary, Reading Research
Quarterly, 1973, 8(No_ 4), p. 471, Fig. 4.]

group of control children. learning to read by traditional means,
adequately acquired the phonemic concepts of an alphabet (Rozin and
Gleitman, 1977).

Summarizing, the logography was easier to acquire than the syllabary,
which is based on the phonological properties of words. But the syllabary
is a gross, molar representation of phonology. It was easier to acquire than
the more analytic phonemic (alphabetic) script. Thus the population with
poor reading prognosis differed from successful readers most in acquiring
the phonemic concepts of an alphabet, and least in acquiring the ideas
behind a logography: Phonolo ¥-,-twt-m-e-aR-iRg is.a e crux lltbe-eal"i-y f<J
reading roblem. The essential difficulty for poor readers seems to be in
accessing their own phonological machinery. They have the reqJJisiLe
phonologkaLo.r.gan-iz:ation in their-heads; their problem is how to get to it.

Our supposition, then, is that unsuccessful beginning readers are gen-
erally characterizable as those who fail to acquire the alphabetic insight
and thus read logographically. It is striking that failing readers are not
people who literally can read nothing. They can read many hundreds of
Words but (as this is often put) the_Y2.!Ql2learnin at about the "fourth
grade level" of readin achievement. This level involves reading with

~~u
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"Silloy Monogo. a key will

,jW I &
not oopen the sand. and no

·W: M dLl, ,

lilt ole seaole is in-side. "

;.o:a

F
' 6 4 A page from an intermediate· level reader in the syllabary curriculum for reading
Igure , ,

aC~:~:~~;d of writing was used by classroom teachers as a preliminary instructional device,
, a number of Philadelphia-area kindergartens and first grades, Adequate fluen

l
cy wasfm . h d di g on the popu anon 0

achieved with this notation in from one to nine mon;, s, epen I~ the Syllabary reading
learners About 70 syllabic elements are used m t IS version 0 ration:

, I'm In the example here some pictorial clues have been dropped out of the no int
curncu u ' ' "d b k t) b t by this pom
the word sand was initially introduced with a pictonal hint (a san , uc e .d CUIit L R.

I From Rozin P an er man, '
in instruction is recogn~zed fro~ thedlette~la~~~ ~e~~~~g process a~d ~he acquisition of the
The structure and acquIsItion 0 rea mg 0 5 b h (Eds.) Toward a psychology of
alphabetic principle, In A. 5, Reber and, ' car oroug, ' r

reading, © 1977, L Erlbaum Associates, Fig, 6, p, 120,) Hillsdale, N,J,

camprehensian a cauple of thousand (at mast) simple ,:ards" in cant~~:::
is of same interest that normal readers of lagagraphic scnpts (Ch,
readers) acquire a recagnitian vacabulary of a~ly a ~e,: thausand

c
I~:~

(Leang, 1973), t 's number ap'parentl re resentmg a hmit an rote a q-lish
tio arbitra visual dis la s, Similarly, mast deaf reader~ of Eng isi-
script (who. are clearly denied the phanalagical route ~a read,m; a~~~l of
tion) learn to. read very slowly and generally do. not attain a~ hig ~ ~ s
skill as hearing individuals (Furth, 1966; Gibson, Shurch,ff, an ana s
1970), Gleitman and Rozin concluded that the failing Amencan reader ha
learned a lagagraphy, not an alphabet.
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2. ARE THE MET ALINGUISTIC FUNCTIONS
RELATED TO LANGUAGE USE AND LEARNING?

We have speculated elsewhere (Gleitman, Gleitman, and Shipley, 1972)
that th~metalingujstic function.may e a si!!gle example af ~ moregeneral
metac~ nitive ar anization in humans. That is, a variety of cognitive
pracesses seem themselves to. be the objects of higher-order cognitive
processes in the same damain-as if the homunculus perceived the apera-
tion of a lower-order system. Examples of metacagnitian in memary
wauld be recollection (when we know that we remember) and intentional
learning (when we know we must stare the material far langer retrieval).
On this view, there need be no. farmal resemblance between metacogni-
tion and the cognitive processes it sometimes guides and organizes.
Rather, one might expect to. find resemblances amang the higher-order
processes themselves, a general executive function which may take an
aspects of what is sometimes called "the self." Thus language-judgment
functions, in particular, could be orthogonal to. language functions, One
need have no. disposition to. think abaut language in order to. use it
appropriately.

The recent literature in psychalinguistics largely supports this interpre-
tatian. A wide variety of experiments effectively demonstrate that the
structural relatianships amon entences described iILgeneratiye_g.ram-
mars (.derilled-t.r-oIlL.l:h.e_datA...afjudgments) are nat the~ame relationships
re~o describe language infarmatian-handling in real time (far
which the data are speech and comprehension measures; far discus sion see
Bever, 1970; Fodor, Bever, and Garrett, 1974). As we mentioned in intro-
ductory comments, same have concluded from such facts that grammatical
descriptians lack psychological reality. But it seems mare realistic to. can-
elude only that their relevance is not to. speech and comprehension di-
rectly. Rather, rammars reflect ~u.dgmentaL("metalingQistic'J aspects
of Ian Q!!g.clill.awledge.Jll.Ore directly than they do. knowledge of language
itself· Whatever resemblance exists between language processing
strategies and grammars may derive from the fact that the human builds I

his rammar aut of his abservatio.ll-o.Lr:egularities..in his ow speech.and 'i(
corn rehension. Whatever differe.nces e . t between these arganizatians
~ derive from the fact that the "executive" thinking capacities have
properties of their a~ich ente~the farm clthe grammars they.
co~c :--

Although we have argued that the metafun . ll1&,-i£J:he.)Lexist,....n.e.ednot
~.nter into the deplo ent af the cognitive processes they subserve, same-
t1!nes4~ Though ane often remembers without awareness that one
is remembering, mare self-conscious activities are possible, and seem to.
be implicated in the structure of findings in memary experiments. Far
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example, it is apparently possible t e. what i in one's memo~ store
("yes, I'll recognize it if you mention it") without being-<tble.-to-retne:re-the
. formation (Hart, 1967). Furthermore, adults perform better on Inten-
tional memory tasks than on incidental memory tasks, pre~um~bly be-
cause they can willfully in i ute such strategies as rehearsal In aid of ~he
memory functions when the task demands this. Analogo~sly, metalin-
guistic functions may enter into speech and comprebension on those
occasions when one wishes to pun or orate, or to read or wnte poetry; that
is, when language manipulations are part of the definition of the t~sk.

Could the metalinguistic functions enter into the.process of learninga,
first lang.uage? The studies we have cited would arg~ not, for the lan-
guage functions seem developmentally to precede .the metalangu~ge
functions, with only some rare exceptions. The children we studied
judged sentences for syntactic form only some years after ~hey used these
forms correctly; th~y- organized speecb=-soun.ds_pho.nolo.glcally years be-
fore the could brin 0 this or anization (or a related one) to bear on -the
problem of understanding al habets. There are some si~i1ar. findings for
other putative metafunctions. For example, unless speCIall~ Instructed to
rehearse, young children do no better in intentional learmng tasks t~a.n
they do in incidental learning tasks (Yendovitskaya, 1971). Perhaps this IS
be ause they have no functionin "metamemo~t spontaneously
°i stitutes the a ro riatestrate ies available to memory.

Summarizing, we take the evidence to suggest that judgmental
functions in language are se arate from the language functions b?th ?!'
,descriptive grounds (the data of linguistic judgments do not orgamze tfie
findings for speech and comprehension in real time) and.cn.developmen-
tal rounds (the presumed metafunctions are developmentally late to ap-

~r). . . .
Some arguments can be made in favor of a more intimate connection

between language and metalanguage, although these are perhaps not
logically compelling. S me arallels exist beJw..e.en-the-de.velopmenLand
use of restricted languag~-specific syntactic-devices anG-the_deyelo12me.nt

and deployment of metalingID.s.ti..cskills, as we have defined these. That ":
certain elaborate inflectional devices appear only under special
linguistic-cultural circumstances (present in creoles but. not in pidi?i~S,
Sankoff and Laberge, 1973; present in speech but not In ear~y ~r.Itlng
systems, Gelb, 1952), are late to develop in the hist?~ of the individual
(Slobin, 1973), and show extensive individual variation In .rate of de~
velopment, owing to environmental effects (Newport, Gleitman, an
Gleitman, 1977) and, possibly, capacity differences (Lenneberg, 1967). ~he
same is true for the metalinguistic functions which show ext~r:sl.ve
variability (Gleitman and Gleitman, 1970) and environmental se~SltlVlty
(reading disabilities of the sort we have describ.ed are largely Isolate~
within restricted socioeconomic groups). ApprOXImately these same as
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pects of language are those which seem to make trouble for the
judgment-giver (he has more difficulty making syntactic judgments than
semantic judgments; etc.).

3. SUMMARY AND DISCLAIMERS

We suppose that indivi differences in Ian uage behavior occur
more severely at the judgmentalleveLthan at the speech and comprehen-
~l. We have invoked such ill-defined notions as "metalinguistic
awareness" and "accessibility" to describe such findings. That is, we
claim the differences in tacit.knowledge re small in.comparison.to differ-
ences in th abilit)l-l:o..Jllake such.iknowledgevexplicit, We have some
evidence that suggests greatest judgmental difficulty with least processed
linguistic representations. However, our descriptions of these matters are
at present merely metaphorical and not a little fuzzy. But the facts of
individual language difference suggest that we will have to look seriously
at the problem of "conscious knowledge."
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